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Abstract

Any standardization process requires to get at results comprhensible, reproducible

and traceable. Precision and accuracy of the measurements play a key role in getting at

these requirements. The adoption of either physical (standard) or mathematical, models

allows for describing the whole diffraction measurement process with the necessary

physical significance. From an other hand, the adoption of procedure, which are capable

of controlling the measurement process, renders it reproducible and traceable. The

falling of those requirements make difficult to transfer or replicate elsewhere

experiences which may give even excellent result in a given laboratory.

1 - Introduction

Carrying out diffraction measurements involves a set of operations able to grant

physical meaning in terms of accuracy and precision to the observations made. Precision

provides an indication of the degree of uncertainty inherent in such observations, while

accuracy instead accounts for the discrepancies between observed and true values of the

quantity in question. Unfortunately, as the real value of any quantity cannot be known

with certainty, "accuracy" as well remains unknowable. In order to overcome this

quandary, we resort to certain expedients which allow for arriving at the measurement

of a quantity from observations of it. Obviously, such methods permit determination,

not of true values, but merely best estimates. Such methods are based on adopting

criteria which reduce systematic effects to a small enough level that accidental events

are not neglected. Precision plays an important role in this because it permits
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ascertaining whether accidental events could have altered a measurement. Accuracy, on

the other hand, plays its role in the choice of criteria for reducing systemic effects.
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Figure 1 - The funny gun of measure. The burst pattern is either narrow or large
(precision). The gun sight is either good or bad (accuracy). What does the shooter
do?

In the specific case of powder diffraction measurements, the introduction of

accuracy in passing from observation to measurement implies adopting mathematical or

physical models. The adoption of one of these models over the other obviously affects

the results, and thus comparisons between the two must be based on certain tolerance

levels. The choice of one or the other method is performed keeping in mind the

following two points:

1» knowledge of the state of the art (both scientific and technological);

2» the advantages of each with respect to what is expected from the results.

The second point in particular poses certain problems which require agreements of

a contractual nature between the parties involved, whether they be scientific, industrial

or commercial. In this case assessment must be include, not only scientific aspects, but

economic ones as well. At times, even political and social factors may come into play.

It is in this framework that the need arises to draft written rules (Standards) on

which any agreement must be based and made binding at all levels (including legal, if

and when appropriate).
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Given the clearly divergent nature of the assessments to be made, the above

mentioned two points are often maintained distinct, despite the existence of quite a

broad scientific and technological common framework which is indispensable to

develop in order to transform new techniques into written standards.

2 - Physical Significance of XRPD Measurements

X-ray diffraction is a complex phenomenon caused by the interaction of an x-ray

beam with a crystalline substance, giving rise to a beam whose physical characteristics

differ from those of the incident ray. The diffraction is observed as sequences of

intensity maximums in precise spectral positions depending on lattice geometrical

features and symmetries. The intensity distribution of each peak depends, in turn, on the

shape factor of each reciprocal lattice node. This distribution is ruled by the crystallo-

chemical and physical properties of the lattice involved in the diffraction process.

Moreover, the contribution of instrumental aberration to peak maximum, shape and

distibution is not negligible. In the recent years great effort has been devoted to solving

this problem; great advances have been made in both hardware and software

technologies in order to achieve high resolution patterns and precise representation of

the "intrumental function" ("profile function").

Research in the field has determined the quantities affecting the modifications

which the beam undergoes in diffraction and the physical laws governing the process.

In order to function, diffractometers require definition, not only of such physical laws,

but even a set of operations for measuring the various quantities (phase determination,

concentration, crystallinity, structural factors, atomic positioning, and others) that

impart physical significance to empirical observations.

The phenomena of peak overlapping, line broadening, alterations to the shape and

integrated intensity of peaks produced by various causes renders finding such "physical

signifiance" difficult, difficulty which is in large measure linked to the methods of

observation. In fact, the single degree of freedom available in sampling reciprocal

lattices allows for recording, not the effects of the three-dimensional lattice, but only the

effects of a lattice collapsed along the tangential projection to the arc on which the

detector is moved. Other aberrations are due to constructions techniques, and yet others

to the presence of many granules, each of which behaves as a single crystal. Figure 2

shows the diffraction intensity produced on the arc of the equatorial plane scanned by
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the detector. Of the various effects generating a characteristic intensity distribution, Fig.

2 presents:

1. wavelength chromatism (two Ewald spheres with radius Vk\ and Vk2

respectively);

2. sphere displacement caused by beam divergency;

3. volume of lattice node in the shape of open squares.

Figure 2: generation of
the diffraction intensity on
the projection tangent to the
arc of the equatorial plane.

When the lattice node intercepts the Ewald sphere distorted by the aberrations

(radiation chromatism, wavelength dispersion, beam divergence etc.), some effects

blurring the diffraction peaks are detected on the tangent projection to the scanning arc

of the equatorial plane. The diffraction clues are recordered as the analogycal signal on a

chart recorder or as digital signal a computer. Giving physical significance to these

observed signal implies defining accuracy, precision, resolution, reproducibility and so

on. One last feature needed is traceability.

1. Precision indicates the uncertainty inherent in observations it is typically

equivalent to the sampling step in angular values.
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2. Accuracy takes into account the degree to which any given observation diverges

from the best attainable estimate of the quantity being observed. Exactly because of this

estimate we shall explain below why accuracy requires the modelling of diffraction

experiment.

3. Resolution expresses the ability to distinguish separate effects that are similar to

each other. The implementation of procedures, which enable enhancement of resolution

of the blurred observed signal, requires the modelling of the diffraction signal. In

several circumstances improvement of accuracy and enhancement of resolution are

synonimus.

4. Reproducibility provides an indication of the degree of internal consistency of

• results with respect to instruments, procedures, laboratories, personnel and so forth.

Reproducibility and repeatibility have two separate meaning. The latter controls the

constancy of the results with respect to different variables above mentioned

(instruments, procedures, etc.).

5. Traceability permits controlling the steps through which a result has been

obtained, and the ability to compare measurement data and results depends very heavily

upon this feature. Procedures capable of controlling reproducibility. and repeatibility

along with systems that render data traceable are helpful in constructing a standard basis

for comparisons and debate, and arriving at agreement.

3 - Accuracy and Modelling

Introducing accuracy in the transition from observation to measurement involves

adopting a physical (standard samples) or mathematical model. The quality of the

standard and exhaustiveness of the mathematical model both play important roles in

defining the achievable accuracy. Moreover, regardless of the choice of model, the

object of assessment will be the difference between the model itself and the observed

data. In addition, the choice of criteria for assessing these differences greatly affects the

accuracy and precision which can be achieved. Experience acquired in a given

laboratory may yield excellent results, which however will be difficult to transfer or

replicate elsewhere. The terms of accuracy and precision acquire special significance if

the following precepts are accepted:

a) the true value of a physical quantity is unknowable;

b) the precision of a measurement is the uncertainty in its last significant digit;
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c) the accuracy is a measure of the correctness of the results; that is, it is the

distance of the resulting measurement from its true value [2]; [8]. The significance of

the last statement, which refers to the absolute unknowability set out in the first, is

ambiguous. However, this ambiguity can be avoided by simulating the physical

phenomenon as well as the operations necessary for its observation. The latter can be

analyzed separately, and the systematic effects produced during observation on the

quantities in question can be reduced. As a corollary, it is to be accepted that results,

once corrected of the systematic effects, are closer to the quantity's true value, and

therefore more accurate than the raw observation.

The terms "simulation" and "modeling" for describing physical laws (phenomena)

are synonymous. The success of the methods of interpreting and refining data from

conventional powder x-ray diffractomentry is very often linked to the choice of a

"suitable model".

3.1 - Physical or mathematical modelling: which to choose?

3.1.1 - Standard Reference Samples for calibration uses

The practice of referring to "standard" samples (physical model) is currently

accepted as sound when applied to the observation of physical quantities at the scale

which requires interaction between X-ray beams and materials. The standard sample

allows comparisons to be made of diffraction patterns of an unknown sample with that

of the known one. In this procedure we assume that the standard sample represents some

ideal system (infinite mathematical lattice, Gaussian size distribution, random crystal

orientation and so forth). As the "standard" sample is never more or less than a real one,

accepting such an hypothesis may cause irrevocable loss of many of the effects

consequent to the interaction between beam and sample. Thus, this hypothesis

establishes an insurmountable limit to the accuracy which can be attained. This limits

depends on the goodness of the standard sample.

Standard samples for powder diffraction consist of stable materials diffraction

properties certified. The success of a SMR depends on the material; certification

measurements play a key role to the calibration of subsequent measurements made by

the users. Such measurements standardization requires to analyse material performance

not the equipment design and/or measurement procedures. Among the samples useful to

calibrate equipments with respect to angular variable of the goniometer, we reacall that

the so called line position SMRs are widely used. One of the most popular is the SMR

640b (NIST). It consists of silicon powder, jet milled to a median particle size of about
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5 |tm from electronic grade single crystal bouleds, certified with respect to lattice

parameter. Equipment calibration for low angle measurements are usually carried out by

using the Fluorophlogopite (SRM675) is used , [13].

Typically, standards are used for checking the alignement of a diffractometer.

Once an alignement has been estabilished it is necessary;

• to check the correctness of alignement

• to maintain the integrity of the alignement

Checking the alignement is sometimes quite complex and takes several hours. The

maintenance requires a rapid and reproducible procedure which can be completed in a

few minutes. Tests shall avoid introducing day to day errors, in sample mounting; to this

end, the nowaday available equipments have a mounted permanent alignement

reference. This reference is a fine-grained quartz (novaculite) cemented into holder and

surface ground to ensure that there is no specimen displacement. Other materials for this

purpose include silicon and gold [20],[21],

In order to estabilish the magnitude of expected errors in the diffractometer, it is

good practice to prepare a calibration curve of the observed against theoretical 29

values, using a well characterized material, after the alignement of the diffractometer.

The practical 29 curve is the theoretical curve corrected for inherent aberration

including axial divergence, flat specimen error and trasparency but not including

specimen displacement, [20],[21]. By following this same approch to the analysis of

instrument aberration, it is useful to calculate the correction curves which are

characteristic of the diffratctometer.
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Figure 3 ^Correction curve of quartz. Dot lines are the correction uncertinity
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Figure 3 shows the correction curve for a quartz specimen measured over a range

of 20 to 110 2G. The zero error line shows the theoretical value that is the value based

on the d-spacing of the material. This d-spacing is computed by optimizing a

constrained model as described by Berti [4], the correction curve is quantity necessary

to bring the actually observable diffraction angle (Wilson) to lie around the true

observable diffraction angle (Bragg). It is worthwhile emphasising that the Wilson angle

(29W = 20B + con\) is separated from the observed angle (experimental) [7]. Checking

of this correction give information on the whole diffraction experiment which includes

the setting up of the instrumentation and pattern interpretation procedures as well.

3.1.2- Reference Samples

An other important use of standard samples is for setting the sensitivity of XRPD

with respect to a specific quantity under investigation. Infact, compositional variation of

materials, phase transformation and defects which are typical features of the specimen,

are not easily visualized in X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD). Many data collections

from samples characterized by particular physical features are required to enhance the

differences among the diffraction signals of several patterns,. Thus, precise association

of patterns and the peak shapes with lattice constant and nodes permits reconstruction of

structural mosaicity, crystallization conditions, crystal morphology, texture, stress-strain

effects etc..

Usually this kind of problem requires information to be gathered from comparison

of at least two or three samples for measurements:

• the sample under investigation to determine its own physical features;

• the calibration sample (the standard), in order to check the instrumental

calibration and assess the aberration content of the diffraction signal.

• the "sensitivity sample" (reference sample) which has similar features to the first

one.

With respect to the physical properties under investigation, the effects on the

pattern of a reference sample are either negligible or well known [5].

In order to choose the most suitable sample for reference it is useful to analyse the

line broadening by computing the integral breadth and the variation af variance as well.

Provided that the line of background is well estabilished, the variation of variance is the

most reliable method. The FWHM is the least but also the easiest to perform.
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Figure 4a - Line broadening of samples which were processed at distinct level of

shuttered lattice The slope is dependent on lattice shuttering

Figure 4a plots FWHM against to tanG; the proportionality shows that slope

depends on the lattice shuttering and the dispersion the diffraction intensity.

By resorting to the computing of the variation of peak variance, one obtains a

more precise way to analyse the peak slope, [22], [4].

A 29

Figure 4b - Variation of variance against the distance from the peak maximum.
The slope is inverselly related to the crystallite size.
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Figure 4b has the same meaning as Fig.4a, but the displayed proportionality is

related to the prcise part of the peak where the intensity distribution is lorentzian.

Exaclty this feature permits the apparent crystallite size to be calculated as about the

inverse of the variation of variance slope.

3.2 - Mathematical modelling

The principle of superimposition of simultaneous effects is the basis for the

production of altered diffraction images. The methods of signal super-resolution

provide the means for reconstructing such images: by assigning a unique cause to each

effect, at least within experimental limits, they can be utilized with efficacy to measure

the effects of diffraction on the lattices of real polycrystalline samples [3].

Let s be the true effect of a known phenomenon, and a, the effects of

defocalization stemming from measurement methods and instruments. Considering an

additive noise (b) added to a (this approximation is not entirely satisfactory, in that

noise effects may be generated at different stages, not all of which are linearly

independent), the results of the observation, i, can be expressed as:

i = s * a + b (1)

The resulting solution in the variable s can be obtained through deconvolution

whenever information on d has been obtained through experiments in which s is near

identity for the convolution (s =5-Dirac). The deconvolutive solution to (1) may be

unstable because of the presence of high frequency components in the Fourier

transform. Instability and ambiguity in the solution are predictable when applying multi-

parameter fitting methods and constraints on the theoretical model and parameters are

not readily available. In any case, s remains unattainable; only an estimate, sf can be

arrived at through the use of a suitable filter f in order to separate systemic effects.

According to Wiener's theory, the optimal filter is that which minimizes the quantity

(s'-(f*a*s+f*n))2 (2)

The problem has been transformed from the search for a "suitable model" to that

of finding the "optimal filter". Today, the tools for tackling such problems include, not

only the usual numeric techniques (nowadays quite fast and reliable), but also detailed
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definition of some of the necessary experimental operations. The interested reader is

referred to the following brief bibliography for further information on numerical

processing systems for experimental data: Levinson N. (1946) [23], Gold & Rader

(1969) [18], Brigham (1974) [11], Bracewell (1978) [10], Eadie et al. (1982) [14],

Geckinli & Yavuz (1983) [15]; Bow (1984) [9], Jansson (1984) [19]; Germani & Jetto

(1988) [16].

Beside the numerical truncation and round off effects that can be of negligible

interest for the present work, the gradient and the presence of local minimum can affect

the precision of the parameter determination of s and a terms.

The modelling of a is descending from the ancient theory developped by

Alexander [1],[12]. The modelling of S=T(s) requires the computing of the actual

structure factor (F(r )) associated to the defect-free portion of the lattice (^crystallite):

F(r*) = Fee • T(L) ® T(O) (3)

where T is the Fourier transform operator, O the distribution function related to

the shape of a finite crystallite, Fee is the structure factor of the elementary cell and-L

the function representing a three-dimensional lattice. Because all the cells have the same

value of Fee within a defect-free crystal, F(r*) depends on the modulating term T(O).

By writing Jec as the average value of the product Fec«FecA (FecA is the conjugate

of the complex structure factor) and p. is the multiplicity factor, the term S of (2) is:

S= n» Jec.T(L) ® T(<D) (4)

The term N= T(L(r*)) ® T(3>) takes on the role of a global shape factor

accounting for both the lattice and node shapes.

Accurate determination of S depends on the capacity of modelling both L and <t>.

In a finite crystal 0 = 0 outside the cristal and 1 on the inside. Its Fourier

Transform in the variable y is [17]:

m ) = sen Nny ( 5 )

sen ny

N is an integer.

The lattice function can be modelled by taking the two folowing cases into

account:

1. case of perfect lattice:

+co

L(r) = ] T « 5 ( r - m) (6)
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In this case the T(L) is a simple replicating function which does not affect the

modulation of the signal.

2. case of partial choerent scattering due to strain propagation:

For this case of strain modelling, the structural integrity of the elementary cell is

maintained; the strain propagation trasmits itself from a cell to the next through a mean

square parameter p. The term p can be represented as the root square of the variance of a

gaussian displacement function that affects adicent elementary cell.

(7)

Arn is an incremental distance that modify the nominal separation. When p is

multiplied by n, it describes the relative displacements between any two elementary

cells separated by the distance nd (d is the d-spacing). In this case T(L) is a replicating

function with the phase shift term
PS = e - B n t (8)

where: t=sin2/A. and B=87i2p2.

In the general case, the quantity Arn, describing the strain, is replaced by the

vector As = (Ar, AX, Ag), which also contains the uncertainties in wavelength and

geometric aberrations, respectively. As accounts for the measurement uncertainty within

experimental tolerances; due precisely to these tollerances, the value of Arn can even

vanish within the interior of the crystallites; and the real crystal lattice can be

approximated to an ideal lattice on the inside of the boundaries of <E>. This

approximation is called the approximation at the mean equivalent lattice. As is useful to

detect the microstructure and texture of natural crystals and alloys. [6]

4 - Conclusive Remarks

With a mathematical model, on the other hand, all interaction phenomena between

beam and sample (including instrument effects) can be described in their totality; the

accuracy of measurement depends only on the exhaustiveness of the descriptive model.

Irrespective of the choice of physical or mathematical model, what is to be

measured is the difference between the results furnished by the "model" and the

observed data. A number of criteria have been introduced in order to evaluate this

divergence, such as "Figures of Merit" or "Goodness of fit". One of the most efficient

of such criteria is the %2, which provides an assessment of the degree of suitability that

the model possesses for a given observation and consequently, its ability to describe the
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relative phenomena correctly and exhaustively. This suitability may be lacking for the

different types of model adopted for different reasons: the mathematical model does not

account for all systematic effects present (incomplete model) or the physical model

possesses undesired systematic effects (erroneous sample).

Intrinsically, each of these criteria possesses the significance of measure ("norm")

in a topological sense. This significance is manifested in minimizing the sum of

deviations (or mean square deviations, depending upon the criterion) between the model

and the observed data within the space of the parameters adopted for describing the

diffraction experiment. The process of standardizing diffraction measurements follows

precisely this scheme; it has, as its objective, the attainment of a "topological norm" of

the space where all the parameters involved in the diffraction measurement were taken

into account. The result translates into a sequence of elementary procedures and

operations to be carried out in such a way that "measurement" of the quantity in

question is performed in a repeatable, reproducible, and traceable way.

All the above mentioned subjects concern rather the knowledge of the state of art;

their synthesis into a written standard, which can have an impact into daily activities

(certifications, laboratory accreditations, manufacturing under quality systems and so

forth) shall also consider economic aspects and the fruitfull benefit for the daily activity.

The main requirements of a written standard are descriptive simplicity (i.e., it

shall be conceptually easy) and the completeness of the terms utilized. The last

requirement, not the least for importance includes the generalizablity (i.e., that the norm

be suitable to the various applications of measurement techniques). This point is still

controverse, and confronts with practices brought into the diffraction measurements

routine in the course of time. Generalizability means, in a certain sense, generating an

indipendent standard of the specific application. In order to clarify this statement we

could think of procedures concerning (for an example) phase identification, phase

concentration, cell parameters determination, structure solution and so forth. Each of

them should base their specific rules over a more general standard which concerns the

technic, the instrument configuration and samples. The standardization core is the

attainable size with related accuracy and precision of the physical quantity in question,

not the specific analytic examination. One of the most immediate conseguence is the

identification of specilized instrumentation, procedures and samples to get meaures at

the standard level.
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A modern standardization process takes its power precisely on this kind of

generalizability because it involves a large harmonization process among specialized

laboratories of distinct sectors of applications.
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